Activity 1: Song
Learning Objectives: Gross Motor Movement, Language Development and Vocabulary Enhancement
Materials: Song “We’re going on a bear hunt”

Activity 2: Making & Exploring with Bubbles
Materials: Tub, Water, Liquid Dish Soap or Bubble Bath Solution and Food Coloring (optional)

Steps:
• Fill tub with water
• Add liquid dish soap or bubble bath solution and food coloring
• Mix water, soap solution, and food solution with your hands to make bubbles
• Touch, pop, blow, and explore with your bubbles “HAVE FUN”

Extensions of Learning:
• Add measuring cups, whisk, sponge, and toys
• Count the bubbles as they drift by
• Learn opposites – small & big
• Identifying direction – bubbles going up & bubbles going down

Song Link: https://youtu.be/WzJcu6tbEko